Press comments

on DURP & Progressive DisDURPance

Progressive DisDURPance Vol.2

Magazine "Progressive Newsletter", 06/1999

Website DPRP (Dutch Progressive Rock Page), 06/1999

Progressive DisDURPance Vol.2 is an interesting
mixture of unknown prog bands, now featuring a great
artwork and an international selection.

And yes .. I like it ! Very good follow up to the first DURP
sampler ! DURP, keep up the good work ! 7 out of 10.

Webzine "Soundbase ", 05/1999

Website "Polish Art-Rock Net: Planet Caladan", 05/1999

Visit the DURP and check out this compilation !

This amazing compilation makes a good impression since
it is not an offer of a record company but a collection of
works from the bands from all around the world. We should
praise this idea of DURP.

Progressive DisDURPance Vol.1
Webzine "Alternate View", Feb 1999

Magazine "HM Pirate", 07/1999
With these 70 minutes you can fully satisfy your needs if
you're looking for something different and original based on
the strange symbiosis of melodic harmony and metal
robustness.

This CD is an impressive collection of unsigned German
artists. Several of the bands are worthy of hunting down and
pursuing further. A serious sampler which deserves a wider
exposure.
Magazine "Rock Hard", Jan 1999

Magazine "Edge of time", 09/1999
Proggers will find their own favorites, as the compilation
offers something for each taste. Support it !
Magazine "Heavy oder Was", 04/1999
Buying this professional CD is a must for fans of this
genre, especially at that fair price.
Magazine "Jester's News ", 06/1999
With "Progressive DisDURPance Vol.2" the DURP managed
to top "Vol.1" by far. Great layout, better mastering and a
again a very godd selection of prog bands without a
label deal. Progfans : get it !

"Progressive DisDURPance Vol. 1" offers eight high quality
bands covering everything from ProgRock to Progmetal. If I
think of the fair price I have to point out that this compilation
is a "must buy" for every progger who is interested in the
underground.
Magazine "Heavy oder Was", Jun 1998
Buying this compilation for that nice price is absolutely
worth it. Please support this idealism.
Magazine "Empire" #46
Creating this compilation series has been a great idea.
Labels like Musea, Angular and all the others should check
this CD.

Webzine "Progressive World. ", 9/1999
Magazine "Metal Invader", Dec 1998
There's quite a bit to explore out there. The DURP comp is
well wo rth picking up.
Magazine "Empire" & Jesterday's Website 06/1999
Again the DURP offers unknown bands of the progrock /
progmetal genre the possibility to introduce their music to the
public. All songs are worth listening and offer a wide
variety so that each of you will find a diamond here. And
in addition: the booklet is full of useful information ! Get it !
Website "Tales from progressive oceans", 05/1999
Vol. 2 looks and sounds totally professional and again
the bands are able to proof how creative the underground
can be. There aren't many other possibilities to get that
value for that price !
Website "Scream Magazine", 05/1999
11 bands, 70 minutens [..] on a very high level. If you're
bored by the music market and you're looking for new things
then this is your CD. 100%
Website "Progressor", 09/1999
Excellent compilation - a real stage for Prog-novices
toward the more profound Progressive Rock.

There are many prog-maniacs out there ... but some of them
really don't seem to know where to stop their enthusiasm.
This compilation is produced by Markus Weis who is
mainting the prog- website DURP. The bands on the CD are
not popular, but their quality ranges from "worth buying" to
"great" .... you simply must contact Markus.
Magazine "Edge of Time", Dec 1998
This is a compilation of new prog rock/metal acts. (...)
Support it.

WWW.DURP.COM
"Breakout", Nov 1998
"Disturbance in the WWW - Die Ultimative ReviewPage" :
The DURP is an upcoming online fanzine in german and
english languag e with detailed reviews of progressive rock
and progressive metal releases.
In addition there are lots of links and bands are encouraged
to send in their promotional material and prices for the
contest. The main attraction is the underground compilation
series "Progressive DisDURPance Vol". The first edition
contains 73 minutes of unsigned progrock/progmetal bands
and can be ordered at the DURP website.

Website "Moshpit", 06/1999
Everyone who loves this style of music should take into
account that this compilation offers raw diamonds that
might appear in the shelves in a few years. At least that's
what the bands would deserve ! Buy it and support this
project !
Website "Alternate View", 04/1999

More info including audio samples etc can be found at:
http://www.durp.com/sampler_e.php3

11 tracks from "unknown" European prog bands [..] and
packag ed to the highest quality with excellent artwork.
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